July 1, 2010

Bar Berwick as Head of Medicare

Welcome to the Health Freedom Minute. This is Twila Brase president of Citizens’ Council on Health Care.

President Obama has picked a Harvard professor to run the Medicare administration, a man who loves socialized medicine and health care rationing.

Don Berwick once said he was “romantic” about the National Health Service of England which stringently rations care. “I love it,” he said. However, in England only 15 percent of patients diagnosed with diabetes get treatment within six months. In America, 93 percent are treated.

Berwick once wrote that universal coverage in America may require “rational collective action overriding some individual self-interest…” Collective action? Override individual self-interest? This is rationing. Contact your member of Congress and tell them to oppose Don Berwick as head of Medicare.

Stay informed at www.healthfreedomminute.net.